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In our time together today, we will…

Learn about collective impact

Explore key components of Collective Impact that 
help people and organizations work together to 
accomplish big, complex efforts

Share how this work connects (or doesn’t!) 



Guiding	Principles*
• we acknowledge each other as equals
• we listen to understand
• we remember that conversation is the natural 

way we humans think together
• we expect sometimes it will get a little messy
• we assume everyone has good intentions
• we value different perspectives
• what else? 

* Source: National Equity Project



People own that 
which they help 
to build.

Margaret Wheatley



Impromptu networking…

“What big question or challenge 
do you bring to your community 
building efforts? What do you 
hope to give and to get from our 
time together today?”



Human timeline…

• How long have you been a 
community builder?

What led you to be a community 
builder?  What do you love about it? 



An	invitation…





What’s	our	challenge?

PROGRAM RICH
SYSTEM POOR



What’s	our	approach?

INCREASED ALIGNMENT
COMMUNITY CAPACITY

COLLECTIVE IMPACT



3 Components of Effective Community Change

• Framework - a good framework provides 
both a roadmap and common language for a 
team to navigate change

• Principles - principles guide the way in which 
one interprets & acts upon the framework

• Practices - help move a team along a 
framework efficiently & (hopefully) joyfully

Source: Liz Weaver & Mark Cabaj, Tamarack Institute



Simple

Making	Soup

Right	“recipe”	essential

Gives	same	results	every	
time

Complicated
Sending	a	Rocket	
to	the	Moon

“Formulae” needed

Experience	built	over	time	
and	can	be	repeatedwith	

success

Complex
Raising	a	Child

No	“right”	recipes	or	
protocols	Outside	factors	
influence	Experience	
helps,	but	doesn’t	
guarantees	success

What	type	of	problem	is	it?

Source: Brenda Zimmerman, Director of Health Industry Management Program, Schulich School of Business

KNOWN                        KNOWABLE       UNKNOWABLE



Characteristics	of	complex	problems	

Complex problems are 
difficult to frame 

The cause and effect 
relationships are unclear

There are diverse 
stakeholders 

Each experience is unique 

The characteristics and 
dynamics of the issue 
evolve 

There is no obvious right or 
wrong set of solutions 

There is no single measure 
of success 

The community is also 
evolving and changing 



Collective impact is the commitment 
of a group of key actors from different 
sectors to develop a common agenda for 
solving a specific social problem.

Source: FSG 

What	is	collective	impact?



Collective impact is NOT!

• Collaboration as usual 
• Single sector approach 
• A focus on individual 
programs and single focused 
solutions 
• Short term impacts 





GMM:	“nested	collective	impact”

Since its launch in 2010, roughly 500 
fewer students drop out every year, 
representing a $5.9 million annual 
boost to the state’s economy. These 
new graduates will increase their 
lifetime earnings by $95 million. 
Private sector investment in GMM is 
over $1.3 million.







Collective Impact 
Leading Organizations & Resources



Preconditions for Collective Impact



The Five Conditions of Collective Impact
Common Agenda

Shared 
Measurement

Mutually 
Reinforcing 

Activities

Continuous 
Communication

Backbone 
Support 

All participants have a shared vision for change including a common understanding of 
the problem and a joint approach to solving it through agreed upon actions

Collecting data and measuring results consistently across all participants ensures 
efforts remain aligned and participants hold each other accountable

Participant activities must be differentiated while still being coordinated through a 
mutually reinforcing plan of action

Consistent and open communication is needed across the many players to build trust, 
assure mutual objectives, and appreciate common motivation

Creating and managing collective impact requires a dedicated staff and a specific set of 
skills to serve as the backbone for the entire initiative and coordinate participating 
organizations and agencies

Source:	FSG

11

5 Conditions of Collective Impact 

Exploring * Alignment * Tracking Progress  * Results

Diverse Voices  * Responsive   *  Community Aspiration 

Weaving  * System  * Supportive  * Centered

Trust * Transparency * Ongoing * Engagement

Facilitate   *   Convener * Coordinate * Movement



Collective 
Impact as a 
birthday 
party… 



The Five Conditions of Collective Impact
Common Agenda

Shared 
Measurement

Mutually 
Reinforcing 

Activities

Continuous 
Communication

Backbone 
Support 

All participants have a shared vision for change – Everyone agrees that the 
reason we’re coming together is to have a birthday party for Martin

Collecting data and measuring results consistently – Everyone agrees that the 
goal is to have 30 people attend Martin’s party;  to raise $200 for 
Martin’s favorite charity; and to spend no more than $50 on the party

Participant activities must be differentiated while still being coordinated – Each 
person has a clear task: : venue; invitations; food; set up & clean up

Consistent and open communication – An email group is created, and one 
person agrees to monitor it to make sure that communication occurs

Serve as the backbone for the entire initiative and coordinate participating 
organizations and agencies One person agrees to serve as the coordinator of 
the party, connecting with all the planners, helping respond to 
unexpected roadblocks and opportunities 

A Collective Impact birthday party 









Pay attention to your experience of music.  

Whatever you notice is the right thing. 

Notice MORE thickly.

Use ALL of your senses.
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Exploring key components of 
Collective Impact

• Collaboration 
• Building Trust
• Maintaining Momentum





Where are you most comfortable? What’s one strength/skill you bring to that area?
Where are you least comfortable? What helps you get more comfortable in that area?

Source: CoCreative Consulting



“Progress moves at the speed of trust”





Think of a project that you’re involved in, or have 
been involved in, that operated in the red box. 
What helped the project operate in the red box?



• Why is it important for YOU and for the WORK you  
do that we increase collaboration? 

• What can we do to increase collaboration in our 
work? 



Maintaining 
Momentum



Eco-cycle mapping

Source: Liberating Structures



Source: Tamarack Institute

Eco-cycle mapping



Source: Tamarack Institute

Eco-cycle mapping

Map the following on the eco-cycle:
M = Me, where I’m most comfortable
O = Organization
C = My org’s common role in collaboration



Source: Tamarack Institute

Eco-cycle mapping

What does this mapping exercise mean 
for your work right now?

How might you improve outcomes for 
your organization or with your 
community partners?

What are some possible first steps?



The 15% solution

What’s ONE THING you can do 
in the next WEEK to move your 
effort forward without any new 
power, influence or resources?



Our work … 





Never doubt that a small 
group of thoughtful, 
committed people can change 
the world. Indeed, it is the 
only thing that ever has.  

Margaret Mead
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